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Local Artist, Tina Stoffel, Launches Her New Book
‘My Wild Life’ and Art Exhibition

(Marietta, GA, September 21, 2020) On October 10 at RobertKent Galleries, Georgia artist and 
author, Tina Stoffel, will premier her encouraging new book ‘My Wild Life’ and art exhibition with artist 
talks at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m.  Through her own life experiences and this 20-month long project, her 
motivational true story will encourage us all to pursue our dreams and overcome obstacles from 
trauma to life’s everyday challenges.

“Having survived abuse along with my mother,” Tina says, “Each chapter is represented by a 
symbolic painting”. This has truly been a labor of love working through pain and healing as I wrote 
and painted my experiences.  My prayer is the book and paintings will give others hope and 
encouragement no matter what obstacles are put in their path.”

Throughout her book you will see her struggles from domestic abuse, depression, financial despair, 
self-doubt and even suicide to the fulfillment of her dreams through love and resiliency.

“With October being Domestic Violence Awareness Month,” Holly & Robert Tuchman, owners of 
RobertKent Galleries say, “it is fitting that we along with Tina are donating a portion of her book sales 
and art sales to liveSAFE Resources, Cobb County’s only emergency shelter for those fleeing from 
domestic violence.”

Original copies will be available at RobertKent Galleries they day of the show until supplies last. Pre-
orders will soon be available at www.TinasFineArts.com

Tina A Stoffel is a local Artist residing in Marietta Georgia since 2006. She can be reached at 770-
286-1155 or Admin@TinasFineArts.com

About RobertKent Galleries
Robert Tuchman started RobertKent Galleries in 2010 and began traveling the southeast providing a 
one of kind experience for top interior designers and their clients.  He has worked with several hun-
dred designers bringing the art into homes and businesses, working with them to find the perfect ex-
perience and artwork for their clients.  He and his wife, Holly, opened a fine arts gallery and custom 
frame shop on the Historic Square in Marietta at 85 Church Street in June 2017.  With their array of 
artists, there are works of art for every taste from abstract to contemporary to traditional as well as 
jewelry, pottery, wood pieces, sculptures and glass.  With the growing art scene in Marietta, this is the
perfect place to expand RobertKent Galleries and bring Robert’s years of experience of finding and 
placing the right art for your home or business.
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